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Download ->>> http://bit.ly/2NK6MMr

About This Game

PIRATADO 1
Game for HTC Vive and Oculus rift CV 1.

-----
+ You can play game without VR Mode !

Press "SPACE" button - Activate / Deactivate VR Mode !
Recommended System Requirements without VR Mode :
Processor Intel Core i5-3330, AMD FX-6300, or better

Video NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti or AMD Radeon R7 260X or better
Memory 4 GB RAM

-----
Sci-fi war action shooter.

Science-fiction space simulator.

The graphics are impressive and gameplay shows great potential.
There are 45 levels to play through, all of which must be unlocked progressively.

There are 24 spaceships.
To Be Continued...

Control - Xbox One Controller or Mouse.

Copyright (C), Ryabov Eduard, 2016.
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To be fair i really enjoy this game. it reminds me of the old gameboy games. you level up and kick butt, I'd recommand this
game because not only is it funny and addicive but its also cheap. I mean what else can you ask for. Seriously what are you
waiting for... Buy and Download it now:D!
. This game has such trash optimization that there is only a 3 frame difference between ultra settings and low settings. Now my
computer sucks, but if my pc can play Rainbow Six Siege 60 fps on medium settings, it should be able to play this excuse of a
horror game EASILY 100 fps, however that is NOT the case.. It is a free experience, it is pretty great but not too exciting. This
is one of the best games I've played in my life. I can't even describe the emotions I had during the time when I played this game.
I suggest everyone to play this game.. This game was not in the least bit what I expected. With selling points like "Look for love
in extremely wrong places!" I thought I was getting into a highly excentric and humourous tale-- instead I got a political and
stressful hot mess. Don't get me wrong, I actually really enjoyed this game. But damn. I was not prepared for some of those
choices. Would you rather save your city from a drought at the price of displacing a whole farming community or see prices sky-
rocket causing economic destruction to defend the land-rights of a small village? Even if the choice is easy at first, characters
will spend the rest of the game guilting you about whatever you chose and telling you how wrong you are. Unless you adapt a
pure evil attitude, the decisions you make will not come easily. The game does well with giving situations that are not black and
white, but rather have both rewards and consequences. The plot and characters are interesting; you are sometimes thrust into
relationships and sometimes have them grow slowly. Your integity is constantly tested, and it seems impossible to remain
humble.

Now I do have a few qualms with the game-- the story doesn't always flow easily. Certain situations feel disjointed and take you
a while to understand because you didn't choose the option that gave the thourough explanation. The politics of this fictional
society can be outright confusing, and the game won't always spell it out-- so occationally you make choices based on what you
*think* is happening, simply because you don't quite understand. Despite this, I still enjoyed the story. The second problem I
have is that the stat system seems rather pointless-- perhaps you see more benefit with it with multiple playthroughs, but
otherwise it doesn't seem to do much. (Update: several playthroughs later, I still do not see the point of the stat system. I think
it's just for show.)

All in all, I think it's fun. Well worth its low asking price. It took me nearly three hours to get through it. It can be very funny at
points, it's quite engaging and definitely makes you think.
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Mega Frenzy !!!. Okay so, first of all, i have to mention that despite the name of this game, don't be fooled by yourself - this
game is a pure economic simulator, with a pornstudio flavor. Like 95% economic simulator and 5% porn.

Then - this game looks like halfway through the early access state, so a lot of things to do.

Now about the game:
+Visuals - quite good drawn girls, with nice curves but all of them lack one important feature - you can't see any nipples
anywhere except game logo (so the point of marking this game 18+ is a mystery). Nice drawn backgrounds and funny
filmmaking process animation. Visual side is okay
+- Not the best HUD that needs to be polished more, it works functionally but looks cheap.
+Gameplay: So 1st of all I have to say - even the tutorials don't help much to get into the game quick, but once you figure things
out it's easier. fix* - the easy difficulty is now okay
+Steam achievements
According to the devs, there are upcoming steam cards - so you can expect some smexy backs in the future.

Now about the problems of the game -
-So far I faced some mistypes and I can't find the exit to menu button - these are easy to fix common bugs for early access
game. Oh, and steam hud doesn't work right now. In all the other aspects this game is nice as an economic simulator.

AGAIN IMPORTANT INFO - NO PORN INSIDE - STUDIO TYCOON TAKES ALL THE SPACE!
Maybe something will be changed at the release of the game, right now it is a good porn-studio-director-simulator.. This is an
early access game. Episode 1 is all that exists, there is no timeline for release of other episodes (other than "very soon") or
guarantee that you'll ever receive them.

I do like the game and wish it were complete so I could recommend it.. amazingly hard and too much, but wayyy to much
enemy bullets.... The story was interesting, although they should have done more with it. It was worthwhile, but I wouldn't pay
more than $5 for it.. Probably the most useful item from this DLC is the Stone Staff. Ranged, pinpoint accurate, fast-firing
(depends on how fast you click), pierces enemies with a secondary attack that excels in crowd-control. Would probably
recommend getting it during a sale. Paying $5 for a staff seems rather absurd.. The visual design is typically nice, unique and
artistic. However every other aspect of this game... from sound design to npc interaction to core gameplay is unremarkable and
leans toward being annoying. Your money can be better spent elsewhere.
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